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Abstract
In this paper precisely controlled silver nanoparticles synthesis method using microdroplets as a reactor was shown.
It was confirmed that the application of microdroplets effects in a decrease in particles size and size distribution in
comparison with a typical batch reactor from 4.8 ± 1.3 nm to 2.5 ± 0.5 nm. This decrease of particles size distribution
is directly related to the fact, that thanks to the application of microdroplets as reactors the mass transfer limits were
eliminated.
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Introduction

In the last decade, the synthesis of nanomaterials has
made a large step forward, due to their potential appli-
cation in many areas such as catalysis [1, 2], medicine
[3, 4], optics [5], tissue [6], etc. Nanomaterials have
due to their high surface to volume ratio [7] unique
properties different from bulk materials such as optical
[8, 9] and electronically [10] properties. Two methods
are at hand for the synthesis of nanomaterials, i.e.
physically [11] or chemical [12] based. Efficient
nanomaterial syntheses provide particles of defined
size, morphology, composition, performance property,
etc. However, the choice of synthesis route depends

on a few more factors: equipment cost, production in-
tensity, type of reagents, and complexity of synthesis
[13, 14]. Taking into account these factors, a common-
ly used protocol is the chemical reduction of metal
precursor with reductant in an aqueous media. This
chemical reduction can be conducted in batch reactor
or in microreactor.

Microfluidic systems allow a particularly good pro-
cess control. This is most evident from their ability to
tune nanoparticle size, and narrow the nanoparticles
size distribution [9, 10, 15–22]. The high volume-
specific ratio of channel surface area to volume en-
ables ultrafast mixing and fast heat exchange which
are of utmost relevance to the seed formation and
particle growth. Essentially the same feature, howev-
er, also promotes adsorption of the formed nanostruc-
tures and such fouling can finally lead to system
blocking.

In this paper we like to show the application of
sequential flow for silver nanoparticles synthesis.
Sequential flow comprises a chain of aqueous droplets
in a moving continuous organic medium. Different
from segmented flow, the droplets are smaller than
the channel diameter and thus do not attach to the
channel surface through a very thin liquid capping
layer. Brutchey et a l . [23] were inves t iga t ing
microfluidic droplet flows of ionic liquids for silver
and gold nanoparticles synthesis. They have shown
that the AuNPs synthesized in batch were 29% larger
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than those produced in the microfluidic device. Also
Yang et al. [24] were investigating continuous flow
process for silver nanoparticles synthesis. In both
mentioned above papers, experiments were performed
in non-aqua media. What probably makes these tech-
nologies more expensive in compere with water base
systems.

In our previse paper [25], optimal conditions for
droplet formation were investigated. From this study,
essential process conditions for the droplet formation
were determined like the phase composition and the
flow rate.

In this paper, we proposed the application of a chain
of droplets as a set of little reactors, which flows within
a continuous phase, i.e. the sequential flow. We would
like to check if it is possible to decrease the nanoparti-
cles size distribution formed as compared to a typical
batch reactor. We hope that the sequential flow might
give similar advantages for nanoparticle synthesis as
known for the segmented flow. For this a fast reaction
reduction of silver(I) ions and a homogeneous process
of nucleation and growth in all reaction volume will be
needed.

Experimental

Chemicals

Silver nanoparticle synthesis was performed using
silver(I) nitrate(V) (AgNO3, Avantor Materials) as metal
precursor. A stock solution containing Ag+ ions was
prepared as follows: 16.987 g of AgNO3 was dissolved
in 0.1 M of HClO4 (Avantor Performance Materials,
P.A) to finally obtain 0.1 mol/dm3 solution. This solu-
t ion was stored in brown glass bott le. Borane
dimethylamine complex 97% (DMAB, Fluka) was used
as the reducing agent. Heptane (Avantor Materials, P.A),
was used as oil phase. Span 80 (delivered by Sigma
Aldrich), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, Sigma Aldrich,
MW = 67,000) and Tween 80 (Avantor Performance
Materials, P.A) were used as surface active agents to
obtain stable and homogeneous droplets. The last two
polymers (PVA and Tween 80) may also act as silver
nanoparticle stabilizing agents.

In all experiments concerning the application of the
two phase system (in this paper termed as heteroge-
neous system), the water phase consists of 1%
PVA(m/v ratio) and 1% of Tween80 (v/v ratio). The
concentration of Ag+ ions was equal to 2 × 10−4 mol/
dm3, and the oil phase consists of heptane and 1% of
Span80 (v/v).

In case of the homogenous system, all reagents were
dissolved in water. Since Span 80 is insoluble in water,
this polymer was not applied. For this purpose two so-
lutions were prepared. The first one, contains the reduc-
tant (20 mmol/dm3 of DMAB), and 1%PVA (m/v) and
1% of Tween80 (v/v). The second one, comprising the
precursor was prepared by dilution of stock solution of
Ag+ in water to finally obtain concentration of Ag+

equal to 2 × 10−4 mol/dm3 and 1%PVA(m/v) and 1%
of Tween80(v/v). Next, those two solutions were mixed
in a volume ratio 1:1 to obtain AgNPs. This set of
experiments is termed as homogeneous system.

Analysis methods

To obtain low flow pulsation during the silver nanoparticles
synthesis, syringe pumps (Injectomat Agilla, Fresenius Kabi)
were used.

HR-TEM analysis was performed using the instrument
(HR – TEM) – FEI TECNAI TF 20 X-TWIN. For this pur-
pose, one drop of freshly prepared colloidal suspensions was
placed on a copper grid covered by a 20–30 nm amorphous
carbon film. Then, the samples were left to dry at room tem-
perature (c.a. 20 °C).

The zeta potential of the obtained material as well as
the size and size distribution were determined using the
Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instrument). For this pur-
pose, a standard clear polycarbonate cell with gold elec-
trodes was used.

UV-Vis spectra were registered using the Shimadzu model
U-2501 PC. 10 mm and 2 mm path length quartz cuvettes
were used for the analysis, and base-line corrected against
the reference water filled quartz cuvette.

XRD analysis was performed using an X − ray dif-
fractometer (Rigaku MiniFlexII). For this purpose, ca.
5 mL of the obtained colloidal sample was slowly evap-
orated on the holder surface. Next, the analysis was
performed.

Experimental conditions of the silver nanoparticle
synthesis and microchannel flow configuration

The silver nanoparticle synthesis was performed in two
different reactor systems which are homogeneous
(water) phase in a batch reactor and the microdroplets
reactor. The synthesis conditions have been kept identi-
cal in all cases, concerning the reductant and precursor
concentration, temperature, and the stabilizing agents
addition. In that way, it is ensured that all kinetically
relevant parameters have been set the same, and thus
reaction kinetics are the same. As there is then also
no heat transport issue, only mass transport through dif-
fusion can have impact on the particles size and size
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distribution. The process of silver nanoparticle formation
in microdroplets was conducted in a microreactor, tak-
ing into account the results (flow rate conditions) ob-
tained in our previous study [25], in which it the com-
mon sense was followed that increasing mixing rate (up
to elimination of diffusion) can lead to the formation of
monodisperse particles.

In Fig. 1 the microchannel network with a chain of the
formed drops is shown. The channels marked as 1, 2, 3 were
used to inject the water phase (1, 3 reductant, 2-precursor) into
the system, whereas the channels 4 and 5 were used to inject
the oil phase.

The flow rate of the oil phase was equal to 5 mL/h, and the
flow rate of the water phase was equal to 1 mL/h [25].

It can be seen (Fig. 1), that for the selected flow condition,
the formed droplets (water phase) are uniform in size and
shape.

It should be underlined that the water droplets das
not have a contact with the reactor walls during silver
nanoparticles synthesis reaction. This effective avoid the
system blocking.

Results and discussion

In Fig. 2 the colours of the AgNPs solutions obtained
under different conditions are shown. There is signifi-
cant difference in the sample. In case of the photogra-
phy shown in Fig. 2 A, colloids were obtained in the
homogenous system (batch reactor), with both reductant
and precursor being dissolved in the water phase. The
color of the sample is darker in comparison with the
colloid shown in Fig. 2b.

Figure 2b shows the colloidal silver obtained in the two
phase system (microdroplets) with the reductant and precursor
in the water phase. The color of the sample is much lighter
compared to those shown in Fig. 2a.

In order to confirm our supposition, the size and size
distribution of the AgNPs as well as the zeta potential
values were analyzed for the studied cases. The results
are given in Table 1. As it can be seen, the particle size
obtained in the droplets in the homogenous system
(sample B) is significantly lower in comparison to the
synthesis conducted in the batch reactor (sample A).
Moreover the size distribution of the obtained particles
in the microreactor are very narrow and can be assumed
as monodisperse.

For all colloids, the values of the zeta potential were
registered and are also depicted in Table 1. It was ob-
served, that the zeta potential changes from -5 mV for
the reaction reduction of Ag(I) ions with DMAB when
being conducted in the homogeneous system in the
batch reactor up to −14.7 mV for reaction when being
conducted in microdroplets.

Additionally, after each experiment, the plasmon res-
onance for the silver nanoparticles was registered, as
shown in Fig. 3a and b. Depending on the conditions
(batch reactor, droplets system), two different plasmons
were obtained with different values of the maximum
absorption band. This value change from 390 nm
(Fig. 3b) for the silver nanoparticles obtained in the
droplets under mixing control, up to 406 nm for the
particles obtained in the batch reactor (Fig. 3a). It sug-
gests, that the final size of AgNPs in the case of the

Fig. 2 Photography of the solutions obtained after the synthesis of
AgNPs. a batch reactor, b microflow droplets system

Fig. 1 Water droplet formation in two phase flow. Experimental
conditions: oil phase flow rate 2.5 mL/h by imputs 4 and 5. Inputs 1
and 3 were fided by reductant - flow rate 0.25 mL/h per chanel and
imput 2 was fided by precursor – flow rate 0.5 mL/h

Table 1 Particle size and size distribution obtained in batch and
microdroplets reactor

Fig. 2 System type Average
particles
diameter *, nm

Size
deviation,
nm

Zeta
potential,
mV

A Batch reactor 4.8 ±1.3 −5.1 ± 6.8
B Homogenous

system in micro
droplets

2.5 ±0.5 −14.7 ± 5.8

* - distribution calculated taking into account the particles number using
DLS method
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batch reactor should be larger than in the case of the
microdroplets, what is in good agreement with DLS
analysis (Table 1). Moreover, an additional analysis
using HR-TEM were performed to confirm obtained
results.

The obtained images are shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 5a.
HR-TEM image of the sample obtained in the batch

reactor is shown in Fig. 4a. In part B of this figure
particle size histogram is shown. As it can be seen,
there is an excellent agreement between results obtained
using DLS and TEM method.

I n t h e c a s e o f t h e AgNPs syn t h e s i z ed i n
microdroplets, a significant decrease of particle size
and size distribution was observed. The crystallography
analysis showed only FCC structures (see fig Fig. 5a
and b). In part C of this figure particle size histogram
is also shown.

Additionally, an XRD analysis was performed for
the sample of AgNPs synthesized in microdroplets.
For this purpose, about 5 mL of the solution was

evaporated to obtain a dry sample appropriate for
XRD analysis. The result obtained is shown in Fig. 6
A and B.

Two broad peaks can be observed which are actually
composed of two elemental peaks. The significant
broadening of those peaks relates to the nanocrystalline
structure.

According to the Scherrer equation the single crystal size
can be estimated as follows (see eq. (1)).

d ¼ K⋅λ
β⋅cosθ

ð1Þ

where

d is the mean size of the crystalline, nm
K is the shape factor, in this case assumed as 0.94, A.U.
λ is the X-ray wavelength, in this case equal to 0.15418, nm
β is the fitted peak broadening at half the maximum

(FWHM), rad
θ is the Bragg angle, rad

a bFig. 3 UV-Vis spectrum of
AgNPs containing colloids a
obtained in the batch reactor b
obtained in micro droplets in the
homogeneous system

Fig. 4 a HR-TEM analysis of the
sample obtained in the batch
reactor, b particle size histogram;
the number of particles taken into
account is 112
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In Fig. 6 B the deconvolution of the selected peak
with the highest intensity is shown. It is known that this
peak should consist of two elemental subpeaks with
maximum at 38.1 for the crystallographic plane (1,1,1)
and 44.37 for the crystallographic plane (2,0,0). The
numeric analysis reveals that the FWHM equals to 8.6
o and 9.3o respectively. Taking above into account the
crystalline mean size was calculated to equal 1.02 and
0.96 nm respectively. This in turn suggests that there is
no shape anisotropy, what is in good agreement with the
HR-TEM analysis. Moreover, it confirms the observa-
tion of a polycrystalline structure for the obtained
nanoparticles.

Summary and conclusion

In this paper, we have shown, that the polydispersion of nano-
particles is associated with diffusion limit during synthesis.
Improvement of mixing during the reaction leads to a decrease
of particles size and size distribution. In microdroplets, the
gradient of concentration of reagents is eliminated much faster
than in a typical batch reactor. Even, microflow reactors are
limited since mixing is mainly controlled by diffusion. In the
case of microdroplets, interphase friction is a driving force for
mixing. It was observed that thanks to the application of
microdroplets effective size of nanoparticles were decreased
from 4.8 ± 1.3 nm to 2.5 ± 0.5 nm.

Fig. 5 a HR-TEM analysis of the sample obtained in micro droplets in the homogenous system, b crystallography structure analysis, c particle size
histogram
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It should be noted, that the application of two-phase flow,
allowed to not only control the particles size distribution but
also, prevent from nanoparticles deposition at the walls of the
microreactor. During our experiments, the whole setups were
working continuously 12 h without visible effects of nanopar-
ticles deposition on the walls of the microreactor.

It is expected that the observed effect can be reproducible
regarding the size and uniformity of other metallic nanoparti-
cles such as gold, platinum, palladium or even semiconductors
such as TiO2 or ZnO.
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